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Price List

Super charger skin facial*

Relaxing & detox laser back treatment
60min

R425

60min R430

This treatment will de-stress, de-age and de-fatigue
the complexion while activating the ultimate skin
dynamism. The magnetic mini peeling and soft laser
addresses the most common skin issues for men:
ingrown hairs, razor irritation and overactive oil glands.

A de-stressing and detoxing treatment perfect for a
busy lifestyle or high-pressure job. The treatment
includes an invigorating exfoliating scrub, followed by
a deep cleansing laser treatment and a purifying body
wrap to draw out toxins, and ending off with a mini
back massage to help you unwind and leave you
recharged and ready to face the world.

Using skin care products specifically formulated for
men, this treatment finds a perfect balance between
masculine simplicity and effectiveness.
DAILY HOME STRATEGY: BioNike Defence Man

Body Treatments
Medi Heel
Neck and back massage

Wax Treatments
Waxing removes hair from the root, with results lasting
up to six weeks or more depending on how frequently
you wax.
WAXING

WAXING
+ EPILFREE

Face
Ear or nose
Eye Brow

R70
R75

Body
Stomach
Chest
Back

R250
R250
R255

R600
R1200
R1300

Arm & Leg
Underarm
Half Arm
Full Arm
Half Leg

R125
R145
R185
R195

R465
R345
R585
R750

R155
R225

R145
30min R265

Aimed to relieve body stress and promote relaxation.
This massage improves lymphatic flow to help detox
the body, reduce muscular tension and stiffness,
stimulates the skin and stimulates nerve endings which
boosts energy levels.
Manicures and Pedicures*
Deluxe manicure
Relaxing pedicure

60min R240
60min R295

Man tan* (available at selected salons)
An innovative and effective airbrushed instant tan that
treats the skin with firming agents to reduce the visible
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. It is fast-drying,
non sticky and streak-free.
Single Session

30min R355

*Dis-Chem Benefit members receive 4+1 FREE
of the same treatment

Man up Combo (wax only)
Back, chest and stomach

R750
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